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Editorial Content – Conference Announcement

Followed by the Successful Completion of the Brain Disorders Conference, the 7th edition, we are hosting its next edition “8th International Conference on Brain Disorders and Therapeutics on August 28-29, 2020.

Having you all with us for our Brain Disorders 2020 is a matter of great joy and excitement. We look forward to you all sharing your incredible knowledge, research ideas and to make a sprinkle with new enhancements at this event.

Also, this time, Our Brain Disorders Congress will be focus destination for the International Neuroscience Research Societies, Associations, and Organizations. This event will bring together Neurology practitioners, Directors, Professors, Students from academia and researchers in the field of Psychology and Mental Disorders, Government officials and global leaders to push forward the Brain Science and its Research.

Brain Disorders Event is expecting more than 200+ Participants to enlighten the program. This time the Italy Brain Disorders Conference will organize several Oral and Poster Presentations/Networking Sessions/Workshops/Symposiums/Exhibition as we have introduced several new tracks to bring in more participants.

We are looking forward for the Brain Disorders 2020 Conference to be successful just as the Brain Disorders 2019 Conference!

We welcome all the Brain Disorders Professionals, Delegates, Researchers, and Students to make your beautiful presence.

We genuinely hope you will be willing to join us and enlighten us with your research findings.

“SAVE THE DATE”, Brain Disorders 2020 is coming”
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